Wieand's theorem on equivalence of limiting approximate Bahadur efficiency and limiting Pitman efficiency is extended in several ways. Conditions on monotonicity and continuity are obviated, composite null hypotheses are incorporated, and the implications of a weaker form of Wieand's Condition III* are investigated.
Introduction
To compare the performance of two sequences of test statistics, many efficiency concepts have been proposed. Probably the most widely used is asymptotic relative Pitman efficiency.
In Bahadur (1960) the concept of exact Bahadur efficiency was proposed. This concept requires large deviation results, the derivation of which often becomes the stumbling-block in the application. As a "quick and dirty" variant Bahadur simultaneously proposed approximate Bahadur efficiency, valid for comparison of the so-called standard sequences. Since it is rather easy to verify whether a sequence of test statistics actually is standard, approximate Bahadur efficiency in spite of its apparent shortcomings (cf. Bahadur, 1960) has become quite popular.
In favour of approximate Bahadur efficiency, Bahadur argued that for many well-known test statistics the limiting (as the alternative approaches the null hypothesis) approximate Bahadur efficiency is equal to the asymptotic relative Pitman efficiency. Working with an extended version of asymptotic relative Pitman efficiency, Wieand (1976) elaborated this point by presenting a condition under which the limiting approximate Bahadur efficiency coincided with the limiting (as the size of the test tends to zero) asymptotic relative Pitman efficiency.
Unfortunately, Wieand only proved the theorem which stated this coincidence for the simple null hypothesis. Moreover, he requires continuity and strict monotonicity of the tail of the asymptotic null distribution of the W..CM. Kallenberg, A.J. KoninglStatistics & Probability Letters 25 (1995) [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] (0o, O) sequence of test statistics. In this note we extend Wieand's theorem to composite null hypotheses, while discarding continuity and strict monotonicity conditions.
Evaluating limiting Pitman efficiency means that the alternative is sent to the null hypothesis and afterwards the size ~ to zero. This is outlined in Fig. 1 .
The order of the operations is reversed for the limiting approximate Bahadur efficiency, as is sketched in Fig. 2 . Under Wieand's Condition III* it holds for standard sequences of test statistics that both ways of approaching (<90,0) yield the same result. In fact it can be shown that for many ways in which (0,~) tends to (<90,0) the result is the same, provided that Wieand's Condition III* holds.
Often, the knowledge of the behavior of the test statistics is available in great detail under the null hypothesis, but scarse under the alternative hypothesis. This may lead to problems with the verification of Wieand's Condition III*, since it deals explicitly with the behavior under the alternative hypothesis. However, if a weaker form of the condition holds (cf. Definition 3 in Section 2) it still can be shown that we come close to the answer of the Bahadur approach for any trajectory in a restricted region, for instance trajectories as sketched in Fig. 3. (0o, O) The closer we want to be to the answer of the Bahadur approach, the smaller the area of admitted trajectories. This is, e.g. reflected by a lowering of the upper curve depicted in Fig. 3 , and implies that we should restrict ourselves to tests of even smaller size.
Thus, the quality of the approximation of the finite sample relative efficiency by the approximate Bahadur efficiency for alternatives close to the null hypothesis is only guaranteed in case of (very) small levels.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 notation is introduced and definitions are given. Section 3 contains the results, and Section 4 some examples. Proofs are gathered in Section 5.
Preliminaries
Consider the situation in which we have two infinite sequences of test statistics {Tln}.~=~ and {T2.}~l, rejecting the null hypothesis H0 : 0 E 610 for large values of the test statistics. The number n here refers to the number of available observations. The whole parameter space is denoted by 61, which is a metric space with metric d. For each ~ E (0, 1) the critical value is denoted by ti. (~) . So 
This is a slightly continuity of Gi.
T, o~ For a standard sequence { i.}.=j define for each 0 < ct < 1
By this definition and the monotonicity of Gi we obtain
weaker form of the definition of standard sequences given in Bahadur (1960) , not requiring (3) W.CM. Kallenberg, A.J. Koninyl Statistics & Probability Letters 25 (1995) 121-132 It is easily seen that
In view of Definition 2(a), denote for each e > 0 and 0 < • < 1 by ~i(a, ~) the smallest number such that for all n/>~i(0¢,~)
1 -inf Poo (Ti,<~i(a) (1 + ~)1/2) < a.
(5) 00EO0
Similarly denote for each e > 0 and 0 < ~ < 1 by ni(c¢,e) the smallest number such that for all n~ni (o~,e. ) 1-inf Poo(T,n < qi(~)(1-e)l/2) > ~.
. (7) Finally we present the weaker form of Wieand's Condition III*.
Definition 3. A standard sequence {T/n}~°=l is said to be a {s,}~l-Wieand sequence if there is a constant e 7 > 0 such that for every e > 0 and 6 E (0, 1) there exists a constant Ci(~, 3) such that
for every 0 E 6) -6)0 and n E ~ satisfying infoo~ood(O, Oo) < e7 and nl/2bi(O) > Ci(e, 6)sn.
T, ~
{s,}~1-Wieand sequence if there exists a nonIt can be shown that a standard sequence { in},=l is a defective cumulative distribution function Q such that
for every x > 0 and 0 E 6)-6)0 satisfying inf00eOo d(O, 00) < e7 [choose Ci(e, 3) so as to satisfy Q(eCi(e, 3)) > 1 -6]. Remark that if Sn remains bounded, Definition 3 reduces to Wieand's Condition III* (in case of a simple null hypothesis), and the observation above is a consequence of the lemma given in Section 4 in Wieand (1976) . In the sequel we shall use the phrase "under Wieand's Condition III*" to indicate that s, remains bounded, thereby tacitly extending Wieand's original definition to general null hypotheses.
We close this section by introducing a set which plays a role in Section 3. For each ~,e, 6 E (0, 1) let A(~, e, 3) be the set of points 0 E 6) -6)o for which When considering a specified trajectory 0(a, ~, 6), along which 6)~) is approached as ~ ~ 0, it seems obvious to choose A*(~, e, 6) equal to the singleton containing 0(c~, e, 6). If Wieand's Condition III* does not hold, the requirement that 0(a, e, 6) should be an element of A(7, e, 6) limits the trajectories admitted for a fixed e > 0. The lower e, the smaller the area through which the trajectories are allowed to run. As already observed in Section 2, this is reflected in Fig. 3 by a 
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OEA(c¢,e, 5)" inf d(O, Oo) < e,--< OoEO S 1 + ~ ai{bi(O)} 2 "
Then (12) and (13) This extends Wieand's theorem to testing problems with composite null hypotheses. Moreover, note that Wieand's conditions on continuity and monotonicity are not needed to obtain this result. There exist alternative definitions of limiting Pitman efficiency which involve Ni(a , fl, 0), the smallest sample T o~ size such that the power at 0 of the size a test based on { in}n=l is greater than or equal to ft. Observe that there is a disproportionate effect of the behavior of Til on Ni(a, fl, 0). Definition 3 only has meaning for sample sizes which are sufficiently large, and is therefore not capable of providing lower bounds for Ni(~,fl, 0 ). It follows that the fact that {Tin}n~l is a {sn}~l-Wieand sequence does not shed light on asymptotic relative Pitman efficiency as defined in for instance Rothe (1981) .
~---+0 j---+oo Nl(O~,fl, Oj) ~---+0 j---+cx~
In absence of Wieand's Condition III* the verification of (13) requires some effort. In case the test statistics are functionals of either the empirical process or the partial sum process, the approximation theorems available for these processes (cf. Komlo~ et al., 1975 ) may lead to probability inequalities of the type considered in the following lemma. (18) is satisfied with 7~<½,x>~l and kn proportional to logn (cf. Koml6s et al., 1975; CsSrg6 and Horv~th, 1993; Koning, 1992; 1994a, b) .
The magnitude of kn allowed in Lemma 2 strongly suggests that it is essentially the tail rather than the center of the distribution of n~[Ti. -Til which determines the shape of A*(~, e, 6).
Lemma 2 in Koning (1994a) shows that (2) and (18) with kn proportional to logn together imply the deviation result nlirno (x" )--2 log P(Tin > x.) = -ai/2 X oo for sequences { .}n:l such that x. ---, oc and x. = o (nT/(2x-1)). Deviation results have relevance for intermediate efficiency (cf. Kallenberg, 1983) .
Examples
Let Xl ..... Xn be independent non-negative random variables, having common continuous cumulative distribution function F(.; 0) under Po, and denote -log(1 -F(x; 0)) by A(x; 0). Assume the existence of constants v E (0, 1 ) and c~. < ~ such that
The constant v indicates the impact the alternatives have on the tail of the distribution of the X,'s. We shall and heavy tail alternatives i < v < 1. distinguish between moderate tail alternatives 0 < v < Define the empirical process by 
It is easily seen that we may write
(the existence of bi(O) is guaranteed by (19)). Hence, (4.14) in Marcus and Zinn (1984) yields
for heavy tail alternatives, and Lemma 2.2 in Pyke and Shorack (1968) yields
for moderate tail alternatives. Observe that both probability inequalities are of the form (9). For moderate oo T, oo tail alternatives {T/,},=1 is an ordinary Wieand sequence, but for heavy tail alternatives { in},=l is only a {n~-l/2}~=l-Wieand sequence.
Rather than exploring the test statistic (20) further, we now turn to the general class of test statistics for the simple null hypothesis in the random censoring model studied in Koning (1992 Koning ( , 1994b , which contains test statistics proposed in Breslow (1975) , Aki (1986) , Harrington and Fleming (1982) and the KolmogorovSmirnov type statistics considered in Section V.4.1 in Andersen et al. (1993) as special cases. In this class, say aug, the same distinction between moderate and heavy tail alternatives can be made.
In Koning (1992) it is shown that Wieand's Condition III* holds within off with respect to moderate tail alternatives (compare (19) with Condition 1 in Koning, 1992) . One may show along similar lines that sequences of test statistics in Off are {n~-l/z}~l-Wieand sequences with respect to heavy tail alternatives. It is also shown in Koning (1992) that (18) is satisfied within Off with x = 2, 7 = ~,2 > 0 and kn = logn, and hence Lemma 2 applies. Moreover, (15) with v -½ < p < 1 yields that the set A*(~, ~, 6) introduced in Lemma 2 is non-empty. Thus, Theorem 1 gives an approximation for the finite sample relative efficiency in case the alternatives are heavily tailed with ½ < v < _5 9"
The extension of the class Off to the composite null hypothesis is considered in Koning (1993, Ch. 4) , where results parallelling those in Koning (1992) are obtained. As in the simple null hypothesis situation, these results may be used in combination with (15) and Lemma 2 to verify the conditions of Theorem 1.
Proofs
In this section the proofs of Lemma 1, Theorem 1, (15) and Lemma 2 are detailed. for i = 1,2, every 0 < c~ < ~o,0 < e < e0 and 0 E A*(~,/3, 6).
Choose 0 < e < eo so as to satisfy (1 -/3)(1 +e) -3 > 1 -40. By Definition 2(b) there exists to > 0 such that for every t/> to
Let 0 < cq < ~0 satisfy
~1 <~ 1 -Gi(to)
(note that ~1 depends on e). Since for every 0 < ~ < ~l we have to ~<qi(~), we obtain for all t > qi (7) -log~< -log(1 -Gi(t))<~(1 +/3)ait2/2, and hence for all 0 < ~ < ~1 -log~<(l +/3)ai{qi(O0}2/2. 
Together with qi(~)~<~i(~), the inequalities (22) and (23) show that qi(~) and ~i(~) are close to each other. To derive an upper bound for Ni (~,fl, O) , consider 0 E A*(~, e, 6), and let
Then by (21) n>~ni (~t,e) and moreover [cf. (23) ] Kallenbero, A.J. Konino I Statistics & Probability Letters 25 (1995) oo So for all n satisfying (24) the power of the size ct test based on {T/.}n= 1 is greater than fl, and hence
for the chosen 0 < e < e0, every 0 < ~ < cq, and every 0 E A*(~, e, 6).
Remains to find a lower bound for Ni(ct, fl, 0). Again, let 0 E A*(~, e, 6). Since (1 -e)(1 +e) -3 > 1 -~0 >~ ½, we may choose n so as to satisfy 
~qi(~)(1 --/3)1/2. and therefore the power at 0 of the size ~ test based on {Tin}n°°=l is at most
Po(Tin > nl/2bi(O)(1 + e)).
Since -log n~> ai{bi(O)} 2 it follows by (10) that nl/Zbi(O) > Ci(e,f)s., and thus in view of (8) Po (1 + e)) < 6<~fl.
Hence we obtain
Ni( a, fl, O) >>.
(-2 log a)(1 -e)
ai{bi(O)}2(1 + ~)3 (26)
for the chosen 0 < e < ~0, every 0 < ~ < :q, and every 0 C A*(~, e, 3). Combination of (25) and (26) 
2 log ~1 ~2.
supPoo IT~.-Til>n-~ k~+~l 
(28) (29) which is larger than 1 by taking c = c(/3) sufficiently small. Combining (27) , (29) implying that ni(~,/3) does not exceed the right-hand side of (28) 
